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the web has provided cheap and convenient ways for people to watch movies and tv shows. but as access to
video-on-demand grows, so has the number of movie pirates on the internet. and in a sign of the fast-moving
business of streaming video, a law designed to counter that illegal activity has been struck down by the u.s.
supreme court.3 content providers such as hollywood and satellite broadcasters are taking advantage of new
technologies to counter piracy. for instance, satellite tv providers are taking advantage of web-based video-on-
demand services, which allow subscribers to watch movies and tv shows on demand, without having to leave
the couch. companies such as netflix, youtube, and hulu have aggressively developed their own streaming-
video services to take on satellite tv, cable and conventional broadcast video. content providers are also
beginning to use web-based services to make content more available to people with no broadband connection.
on march 17, for instance, comcast and time warner cable will begin offering tv content to homes without a
cable or satellite subscription. the test run will be in chicago, where about 10,000 comcast customers will be
provided tv and internet content for free. but the increased competition from web-based services is worrisome
to hollywood because that means more customers for illegal sites. the web-based services are also attractive
because they can be accessed with a web browser, making them less expensive than subscribing to a cable or
satellite tv package. summarythis film, an epic thriller, is based on the life of raw officer, tiger, who has been
accused of being a mole in the agency. tiger is sent to dublin to observe a scientist of indian origin who is
suspected of sharing his research findings with the pakistan defence establishment. tiger attempts to befriend
the scientists part time home caretaker, zoya (katrina kaif). as tiger begins to get closer to zoya he begins to
discover his human side. for the first time in his life tiger falls in love. what follows is a tumultuous journey that
tiger and zoya embark upon, battling the dark world of intelligence and espionage that forbids its soldiers from
falling in love.
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in the late 1990s, however, this is what felt like a far-off possibility. two years after the netscape browser
made the world wide web a household word, it was opening the door to a new world of online movies. while

still tethered to the world wide web, the film industry is more accessible than ever to the average moviegoer.
the first movie company to move to the web, and thus the first company to become a wholly online business,
was a company called divx, which went bankrupt in 2002 and was sold to an organization called realnetworks.

however, what is unusual about imeetzee is that the company does not just take the videos you upload; it
creates the videos for you. it assembles them in a way that combines text, graphics, and even music. and the
result is a video that resembles a movie, but without any actors. the music industry has become so concerned

about lost sales and revenue due to file sharing that it has even begun to contemplate suing those who
provide software for downloading music or movies, as well as service providers such as america online. in

march 2001, the motion picture association of america filed a lawsuit against five internet service providers,
including america online, in the district of columbia. the lawsuit claimed that the internet service providers
were providing an illegal service by not doing enough to prevent its users from downloading movies and

television shows from illegal peer-to-peer file sharing networks. in the dark world of intelligence and
espionage, all information is guarded in the name of national security. but some stories escape the fiercely

guarded classified files, stories that become legends. this is one such story, a story that shook the very
foundation of this dark world. in a government employees neighbourhood in new delhi, there lived a rugged,

handsome and mysterious bachelor about whom his neighbours knew nothing. that was because he was
indias top spy, an officer with the research and analysis wing (raw), indias external intelligence agency. this
man was known even in official corridors as tiger (salman khan). tiger is sent on a relatively easy and safe
mission to dublin, ireland to observe a scientist of indian origin who is suspected of sharing his research

findings with the pakistan defence establishment. tiger attempts to meet the scientist but is not successful. he
tries to befriend the scientists part time home caretaker, zoya (katrina kaif). as tiger begins to get closer to

zoya he begins to discover his human side. for the first time in his life tiger falls in love. what follows is a
tumultuous journey that tiger and zoya embark upon, battling the dark world of intelligence and espionage

that forbids its soldiers from falling in love. 5ec8ef588b
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